
‘... the truly philosophical element in every work, be it called 
literature, art or science (or whatever) is its capacity to be developed. 
This capacity in a work arises precisely when a reader steps in and, 
as it were, picks something up to take it further.’  

Copy Press invites you to join 
Ian Kiaer
Sarah Jones
and Rebecca Ross
developing Object of a Life

Friday, 30 October  
6.30 – 8.00pm
Housmans Bookshop
5 Caledonian Rd,  London N1 9DX 

RSVP@copypress.co.uk essential as numbers are limited.

Object of a Life  by Anne Tallentire: isbn 978-0-9553792-7-7
Housmans Bookshop: radical booksellers since 1945.  www.housmans.com

CP Reader’s Union seeks common spaces for readers and writers to delve into the possibilities 
and limitations of ‘coming together’ in our contemporary society.  www.copypress.co.uk  
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Object of a Life 

Ian Kiaer 

30-9-2015 

 

 

Words and pictures 

Or, rather, pictures and then words. 

The words always on the right hand page, 

The picture on the left. 

 

 

Reading in the western way, 

From left to right, 

Rather than from top to bottom, or right to left 

There’s an insistence on the image before the text. 

 

 

That isn’t to say the text is not image, or even un-visual. 

The space between title, writing and page number is clearly thought. 

There’s also always the same distance between edge of page and title 

And so on. There’s an order and a rule to these things. 

 

 

I feel probably I shouldn’t talk of pictures at all, 

but of drawings, for fear of reprimand. 

But they are pictures of a kind; they each accompany writing, 

And in this book I like their risk of servitude. 

 

 

For isn’t there always this tension?  

The potential for one form over another, isn’t this the game? 

To attempt both autonomy and relation between them; 
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Their small, slight character belying an intense work. 

 

 

If I take a page, a little after half way, 

I find a black stack. 

An inked inverse pyramid 

A bit wobbly, like a Philip Guston. 

 

 

I think of Guston because of ‘that period’ 

Just before he flips out into full figuration. 

With stack in Object of a Life there is similar suggestion, 

Of something posed, while still left open. 

 

 

This stack is so singular, central, sufficient. 

It holds its own, in weight and mass. 

To its neighbouring title, text and number, 

But it doesn’t oppose. 

 

 

Rather, it allows my eye to move across the double page 

Between the points, of paragraph, pyramid, number and name. 

‘Stack’ of what? It’s not immediately so clear. 

I will have to turn to the text to be further informed. 

 

 

But I don’t want to read just yet. 

I want to remain uncertain a little longer. 

To allow this synthesis of text and image as emblem 

To tease as much as reveal. 
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One could speak technically, of the ‘deictic trace,’ 

If that isn’t to be dull. 

For, each mark is left apparent, 

Wilfully presenting its making. 

 

 

Though indelible marker or some other high street pen, 

These ink forms share something of Tang or Sung. 

Not so much a concern for the primordial breath 

As simply their place, on the empty page. 

 

 

And delight in that which is observed. 

As bamboo gives way to paper clip 

Or mountain, in this case, for clothes box, 

There’s the same given significance. 

 

 

And these drawings and this writing 

Doesn’t just name or observe, 

But there is something felt, 

Like pink plastic string leaving its imprint. 

 

 

Or the weight of rain sodden boxes 

That once held summer dresses 

Of UK size but made in China. 

The recycling truck is late. 
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Eight images from a spoken performance … 
  


















